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new system: the old corruption system was a little bit too easy to abuse, allowing players to form
empires to commit genocide. to make things more difficult, it could take ages for a city to get
corrupted back to zero. so to make it easier, age of empires ii needed a new system. the new
system was designed to make the game both more challenging and more realistic. the penalty
system used the corruption of cities as a means of balancing the game, so that older cities
wouldn't be able to hold out against massive armies forever. the basic idea was to make it so that
civilization-level cities would never be able to hold out against gigantic armies, and that the only
way to win was to be able to send massive amounts of troops to wipe out a city in one fell swoop.
cities would become unusable very quickly if not built up, and units would become unusable very
quickly if not sent out. old system: huge empires were the absolute best strategy. cities guard
cities were small, but you could form empires far away from the capital without penalty. in the
ancient era, cities would never be completely corrupted, which meant that it wasn't possible to
build a very large empire to attack anything. new system: this is the new, harder system. the
small cities that you build guard cities are now to small, and it takes ages for them to become
corrupted. to make things harder, it's impossible for you to build cities very close together. a city
guard won't even have time to build a city that is close to its own before it becomes corrupted.
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how to use the cheat codes make sure you have the game installed in c:\program files\age of
empires iii\age of empires iii\binaries\win32\age of empires iii if you're using windows. open the
game, select options > cheats, then enter the code in the text box. age of empires 2: battle for
middle earth is a third-person real-time strategy game. to activate age of empires 2 - complete
package (with addons patches) cheats, youll need to be playing the game and press the enter
key on your keyboard to bring up the console commands chat box. next, type in the below listed
cheats one at a time followed by pressing the enter key to activate it. age of empires 2 cheat
codes are case sensitive, so make sure you enter each word exactly as it is shown. thecheats for
age of empires ii and age of empires iii are exactly the same as for the multiplayer versions of
these games. simply enter one of the codes below to activate that cheat, then press enter to
execute the command. you can use cheats in a single player campaign as well, although you
wont be able to use the multiplayer cheats codes, so they arent of any use if youre playing single
player. the cheat codes for the age of empires ii gold edition are exactly the same as those used
by the multiplayer version. simply enter one of the codes below to activate that cheat, then press
enter to execute the command. you can use cheats in a single player campaign as well, although
you wont be able to use the multiplayer cheats codes, so they arent of any use if youre playing
single player. 5ec8ef588b
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